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Based on a regular, favorite feature of Joel Osteen's sermons, I DECLARE helps readers claim

God's blessings for their lives.Broken into thirty-one segments, this book defines the most powerful

blessings in Scripture and encourages readers to declare one each day for a month. The

declarations will affirm God's blessings in the area of health, family legacy, decisions, finances,

thoughts, outlook, and overcoming obstacles.
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Joel Osteen is the senior pastor of Lakewood Church in Houston, Texas. Listed by several sources

as America's largest and fastest-growing congregation, Lakewood Church has approximately

45,000 adult attendees every week. Millions more watch Joel's messages as they are broadcast on

national and international television networks. He resides in Houston with his wife, Victoria, and their

children. You can visit his website at www.joelosteen.com

I have read/listened to this book daily for several months and will continue to do so. Thru a very

trying year (death of a parent, divorce & etc), this book has really focused me on what's most

important in my life - having a close relationship with GOD. I have read/listened to several of Joel's

books but this is the one that I will continue to read daily with my bible. Thank you Joel for writing

this book of declarations.



I really enjoy Joel Osteen, great to wake up and listen to the Word and the hope that it gives. I

believe in what Joel is saying because he does back it up with scripture, and I know the verses he

quotes. There is always hope in the Bible and Joel with his little booklet (this is very small booklet)

enables people to have it on their person without having a large book to carry. Its very easy to put in

a handbag or in a man's pocket where one can pick up and declare these promises of God. For the

above reasons I can say its a good purchase.

Joel Osteen is a wonderful pastor, teacher, and writer. He is blessed with wisdom and insight. His

teachings are very loving, encouraging, uplifting, and profound while being lighthearted. This book is

divided into 31 days, so each month we can start anew and get the teachings deeper inside us. This

little book fits in so many places at home, and can be taken along in the car, luggage, or purse.

Makes a nice gift for anyone who wants to be lifted up, encouraged, and grow in the Lord.

This a great book! I got it at a time when I really needed to be reminded of how God would work

things out. It gave me peace of mind as I went though some hard times. I read the whole book at

once when I got it and his stories were so relevant to what I was dealing with. I still go back and

read a day at a time because the statements he makes are so inspiring and always make my day

better.

I have been reading this book for the past 40 days or so - This is the 2nd round that I am reading

it.During the past 40 days I have - 1) Increased my passive income by about 30% 2) I have met the

women of my dream and now I am in a relationship (after many years) 3) I am feeling more hopeful

and confident than ever.I honestly say Joel Osteen is an incredible gift to our humanity. I also listen

to his podcast at least ONCE per day (been doing it for months now) and I have a total new hope,

charisma and joy in following the word of christ.I highly recommend any one who is interested in

becoming more happy, wealthy and joyful in the lord, to ignor all the negative talks by the haters,

and really believe that Joel is the real deal. I had the blessing to meet him and his family at the

VANCOUVER night of hope show, and he really is how he looks, he is loving, he is funny and his

message is incredibly transformative.

I have studied the likes of James Allen, Wallace Wattles, Bob Proctor, Kevin Hall, and Napoleon Hill

for many years. All of them parallel what is taught in the Holy Bible, that words and thoughts create

your future. I've also learned through the research of Christian Quantum Physics expert David Van



Koevering that "matter has memory." Matter, like a tape recorder, records your thoughts and words.

I was given Joel Osteen's book "I Declare" as a gift and, it was so terrific, that I began purchasing it

for other people. Before you use this book though I suggest using Dr.Van Koevering's approach of

"erasing the matter tape" in your surroundings first and then using Mr. OsteenÃ¢Â€Â™s declarations

as a replacement so that the matter in your everyday life records new faith filled positive recordings.

It truly is a simple thing to do yet the premise is very deep. Use Van Koevering's teachings first and

THEN start your declarations in Joel's book. I also highly suggest using "musical declarations" such

as those taught by Christian Prophet Kim Clement. Bottom line- if you want change in your life begin

your declarations as soon as possible. Because you are the sum total today of what you've thought

about and said in the past.

I am a big Joel Osteen fan. I read for 15 min or so before I go to bed each night.This ends my day

on a very positive note...I thank God for all his blessings in my life... Then I can go to sleepKnowing

God is watching over me. I have also purvhased thru  a couple of Joel's books on CD. I wake up to

one of his CDs every morning ... Listen to it while getting ready... Really uplifting...Perfect start to a

great day!!!I highly recommend. I also have one of his CDs in my car...I believe my investment in

Joel Osteen's books and C D's have veryInfluential in making me a better person , a better

Christian, and has improvedMy life overall.

This book change my life at a difficult time when i was at my last job which was a demonic place to

work,,,this book push me out of that job & got me to where i am now ,,,i love this job & i love the

daily positivity,,this is my 2nd book its awesome and it never gets old to activate faith & posivity into

your life thank u seller i love this book & it stays in my purse daily
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